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Abstract—Calculating the capacity of interference channels is a
notorious open problem in classical information theory. Such channels have two senders and two receivers, and each sender would like
to communicate with a partner receiver. The capacity of such channels is known exactly in the settings of “very strong” and “strong”
interference, while the Han–Kobayashi coding strategy gives the
best known achievable rate region in the general case. Here, we
introduce and study the quantum interference channel, a natural
generalization of the interference channel to the setting of quantum
information theory. We restrict ourselves for the most part to channels with two classical inputs and two quantum outputs in order
to simplify the presentation of our results (though generalizations
of our results to channels with quantum inputs are straightforward). We are able to determine the exact classical capacity of
this channel in the settings of “very strong” and “strong” interference, by exploiting Winter’s successive decoding strategy and a
novel two-sender quantum simultaneous decoder, respectively. We
provide a proof that a Han–Kobayashi strategy is achievable with
Holevo information rates, up to a conjecture regarding the existence of a three-sender quantum simultaneous decoder. This conjecture holds for a special class of quantum multiple-access channels with average output states that commute, and we discuss some
other variations of the conjecture that hold. Finally, we detail a connection between the quantum interference channel and prior work
on the capacity of bipartite unitary gates.
Index Terms—Classical communication, quantum interference
channel, quantum Shannon theory, quantum simultaneous decoding, quantum successive decoding, unitary gate capacity.

I. INTRODUCTION

LASSICAL information theory came as a surprise to
the communication engineers of the 1940s and 1950s
[43], [58]. It was astonishing that two-terminal noisy communication channels generally have a nonzero capacity at which
two parties can communicate error-free in the asymptotic limit
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of many channel uses, and furthermore, that the computation of this capacity is a straightforward convex optimization
problem [53]—many consider the achievements of Shannon
to be among the great scientific accomplishments of the last
century. Soon after this accomplishment, Shannon laid the
foundations for multiuser information theory, and he claimed
that a three-terminal communication channel with two senders
and one receiver also has a simple, elegant solution [54], [58].
Some time later, Liao [38] and Ahlswede [2] provided a formal
proof of the capacity of this multiple access channel without
any knowledge of Shannon’s unpublished solution. The beauty
of information theory in these two settings is that it offers
elementary solutions to problems that, at the outset, seem to be
extraordinarily difficult to solve.
The situation for more general communication scenarios in
multiuser information theory is not as simple and elegant as it
is for single-sender, single-receiver channels and multiple access channels [17]. For example, the capacity of the interference channel is one of the notorious open problems in classical
information theory [37]. The interference channel refers to the
setting in which a noisy communication channel connects two
senders to two receivers, and each sender’s goal is to communicate with a partner receiver. Each sender’s transmission can interfere with the other’s, and this is one reason (among many) that
the problem is difficult to solve in the general case. This channel
arises naturally in the context of data transmission over interfering wireless links or digital subscriber lines [37]. Shannon
himself introduced the problem and attempted to solve it [54],
but it is the later work of others that would provide ongoing improvements to the inner and outer bounds for the capacity of the
interference channel [8], [20], [36], [46]–[49].
Carleial offered the first surprising result for the interference
channel [8], by demonstrating that each sender can achieve the
same rates of communication as if there is no interference at
all if the interference from the other sender’s transmission is
“very strong.” Carleial’s solution is to have each receiver decode the other sender’s message first and follow by decoding
the partner sender’s message, rather than each receiver simply
treating the other sender’s transmission as noise. Thus, Carleial’s strategy demonstrates that we can achieve improved communication rates by taking advantage of interference rather than
treating it as an obstacle. Sato then gave a full characterization of
the capacity of the Gaussian interference channel in the setting
of “strong” interference [49], by appealing to an earlier result of
Ahlswede regarding the capacity of a compound multiple access
channel [2]. Han and Kobayashi independently found Sato’s result, and they built on these insights and applied them to the
most general setting (not necessarily “strong” or “very strong”
interference) by allowing for each decoder to partially decode
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the other sender’s message and use this information to better decode the message intended for them [20]. The resulting achievable rate region is known as the Han–Kobayashi rate region, and
it is currently the best known inner bound on the capacity of the
interference channel.1
The model of the interference channel as stated in the aforementioned works is an important practical model for data transmission in a noisy two-input, two-output network, but it ignores a fundamental aspect of the physical systems employed
to transmit these data. At bottom, these physical systems operate according to the laws of quantum mechanics [41], and
ultimately, at some level, these laws govern how noise can affect these systems. Now, for many systems (macroscopic ones
in particular), these laws are not necessary to describe the dynamics of encoding, transmission, and decoding, and one could
argue in this case that there is not any benefit of recasting information theory as a quantum information theory because it would
only add a layer of complexity to the theory. However, there are
examples of natural physical systems, such as fiber-optic cables
or free space channels, for which quantum information theory
offers a boost in capacity if the coding scheme makes clever use
of quantum mechanics [18]. Thus, it is important to determine
the information capacities of quantum channels, given that the
physical carriers of information are quantum and quantum effects often give a boost in capacity. In [18], it is shown that a
receiver making use of a collective measurement operating on
all of the channel outputs has an improvement in performance
over a receiver decoding with single-channel-output measurements. Additionally, there are existential arguments for examples of channels in which entanglement at the encoder can improve performance, leading to superadditive effects that simply
cannot occur in classical information theory [25].
The quantum-mechanical approach to information theory
has shed a new light on the very nature of information, and
researchers have made much progress on this front in the past
few decades [41]. Perhaps the most fundamental problem in
quantum information theory is the task of transmitting bits over
a quantum channel. Holevo and Schumacher–Westmoreland
(HSW) offered independent proofs that the Holevo information, one generalization of Shannon’s mutual information, is an
achievable rate for classical data transmission over a quantum
channel [30], [50]. Many researchers thought for some time that
the Holevo information of a quantum channel would be equal
to its classical capacity, but recent work has demonstrated that
the answer to the most fundamental question of the classical
capacity of a quantum channel remains wide open in the general
case [25], [29].
Soon after the HSW result, quantum information theorists
began exploring other avenues, one of which is multiuser
quantum information theory. Winter proved that the capacity
region of a quantum multiple access channel is a natural generalization of the classical solution, in which we can replace
Shannon information rates with Holevo information rates [62].
It was not obvious at the outset that this solution would be
1Chong et al. subsequently proposed another achievable rate region originally
thought to improve the Han–Kobayashi rate region [9], but later work demonstrated that the Chong–Motani–Garg achievable rate region is equivalent to the
Han–Kobayashi region [10], [35].
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possible—after all, any retrieval of data from a quantum system
inevitably disturbs the state of the system, suggesting that successive decoding strategies employed in the classical case might
not work for quantum systems [11]. But Winter overcame this
obstacle by realizing that a so-called “gentle” or “tender” measurement, a measurement with an outcome that succeeds with
high probability, effectively causes no disturbance to the state
in the asymptotic limit of many channel uses. Later, Yard et al.
considered various capacities of a quantum broadcast channel
[63], and they found results that are natural generalizations of
results from classical multiuser information theory [5], [17]. In
parallel with these developments, researchers have considered
many generalizations of the above settings, depending on the
form of the transmitted information [12], [28], [31], [32], [39],
[55], whether assisting resources are available [4], [15], [33],
[56] or whether the sender and receiver would like to tradeoff
different resources against each other [13], [14], [34].

II. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In this paper, we introduce the quantum interference channel,
a natural generalization of the interference channel to the
quantum domain. We at first restrict our discussion to a particular ccqq quantum interference channel, which has two classical
inputs and two quantum outputs. This restriction simplifies
the presentation, and a straightforward extension of our results
leads to results for a general quantum interference channel with
quantum inputs and quantum outputs. We summarize our main
results as follows.
1) Our first contribution is an exact characterization of the capacity region of a ccqq quantum interference channel with
“very strong” interference—the result here is a straightforward generalization of Carleial’s result from [8].
2) Our second contribution is a different exact characterization of the capacity of a ccqq channel that exhibits “strong
interference.” This result employs a novel quantum simultaneous decoder for quantum multiple access channels
with two classical inputs and one quantum output.
3) Our next contribution is a quantization of the
Han–Kobayashi achievable rate region, up to a conjecture
regarding the existence of a quantum simultaneous
decoder for quantum multiple access channels with three
classical inputs and one quantum output. We prove that a
three-sender quantum simultaneous decoder exists in the
special case where the induced channel to each receiver
has average output states that commute, but we have not
been able to prove the existence of such a decoder in the
general case (neither is it clear how to leverage the proof
of the two-sender simultaneous decoder). We prove that
a certain rate region described in terms of min-entropies
[44], [45] is achievable for the general noncommuting
case, and our suspicion is that a proof for the most general
case should exist and will bear similarities to these
proofs. The existence of such a simultaneous decoder
immediately implies that the senders and receivers can
achieve the rates on the Han–Kobayashi inner bound.
This conjecture is also closely related to the “multiparty
typicality” conjecture formulated in [16].
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4) We also describe an achievable rate region for the quantum
interference channel based on a successive decoding and
rate-splitting strategy [52].
5) We supply an outer bound on the capacity of the quantum
interference channel, similar to Sato’s outer bound from
[47].
6) Finally, we discuss the connection between prior work on
the capacity of unitary gates [3], [22]–[24] and the capacity
of the quantum interference channel. The quantum interference channel that we consider in this last contribution is
an isometry, in which the two inputs and two outputs are
quantum and the channel acts as a noiseless evolution from
the senders to the receivers.
We structure this paper as follows. We first introduce the notation used in the rest of this paper. We then detail the general information processing task that two senders and two receivers are trying to accomplish using the quantum interference
channel. Section V discusses the connection between the multiple access channel and the interference channel, and we prove
the existence of a quantum simultaneous decoder for the multiple access channel with two classical inputs and one quantum
output. This section also states a conjecture regarding the existence of a quantum simultaneous decoder with three classical
inputs and one quantum output, and we prove that it exists for
a special case. We also discuss an achievable rate region in
terms of min-entropies, and we remark briefly on many avenues that we pursued in an attempt to prove this conjecture.
Section VI presents our results regarding the quantum interference channel. We first determine the capacity of the quantum interference channel if the channel has “very strong” interference
and follow with the capacity when the channel exhibits “strong”
interference. We next show how to achieve the Han–Kobayashi
inner bound, by exploiting the conjecture regarding the existence of a three-sender quantum simultaneous decoder. We then
present a set of achievable rates obtained using successive decoding and rate-splitting. This section ends with an outer bound
on the capacity of the quantum interference channel. Section VII
presents our final contribution regarding the connection to unitary gate capacities, and the conclusion summarizes our findings and states open lines of pursuit for the quantum interference channel.
III. NOTATION
We denote quantum systems as , , and and their cor,
, and
with respecresponding Hilbert spaces as
, and
. We denote pure states of the
tive dimensions ,
system with a ket
and the corresponding density oper. All kets that are quantum states have unit
ator as
norm, and all density operators are positive semidefinite with
unit trace. We model our lack of access to a quantum system
with the partial trace operation. That is, given a two-qubit state
shared between Alice and Bob, we can describe Alice’s
state with the reduced density operator:

where

be the von Neumann entropy of the state . For a state
we define the quantum conditional entropy

,

the quantum mutual information

and the conditional quantum mutual information

Quantum operations are completely positive trace-preserving
, which accept input states in and output states
maps
in . In order to describe the “distance” between two quantum
states, we use the notion of trace distance. The trace distance
between states and is

where
. Two states that are similar have trace distance close to zero, whereas states that are perfectly distinguishable have trace distance equal to two. Throughout this paper,
logarithms and exponents are taken base two unless otherwise
specified. The Appendix reviews several important properties of
typical sequences and typical subspaces.
IV. INFORMATION PROCESSING TASK
We first discuss the information processing task that two
senders and two receivers are trying to accomplish with the
quantum interference channel. We assume that they have access
to many independent uses of a particular type of channel with
two classical inputs and two quantum outputs. A ccqq quantum
interference channel is the following map:
(1)
where the inputs and produce a density operator
that exists on quantum systems
and . Receiver 1 has access to system , and Receiver 2 has access to system . An
quantum interference channel code consists of three steps: encoding, transmission, and decoding.
Encoding: Sender 1 chooses a message from a message
, where
, and Sender
set
from a message set
2 similarly chooses a message
, where
, where is some arbitrarily small positive number. Senders 1 and 2 then encode their
messages as codewords of the following form:

Transmission: They both input each letter of their codewords
to a single use of the channel in (1), leading to an -fold tensor
product state of the following form at the output:

denotes a partial trace over Bob’s system. Let
Receiver 1 has access to systems
for all
.
and Receiver 2 has access to systems

,
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requiring the two receivers to decode both messages. Such a
strategy naturally defines two multiple access channels that
share the same senders [20], [17].2 It is thus important to
understand two different coding approaches for obtaining the
capacity of the multiple access channel.
Fig. 1. Information processing task for the quantum interference channel.
represent the quantum interference channel with two classical inputs
Let
and
and two quantum outputs
and
. Sender 1 selects a message
to transmit (modeled by a random variable ), and Sender 2 selects a
message
to transmit (modeled by ). Each sender encodes their message
as a codeword and transmits the codeword over many independent uses of a
quantum interference channel. The receivers each receive the quantum outputs
of the channel and perform a measurement to determine the message that their
partner sender transmitted.

X
l

N

Y
m

B
M

B

L

Decoding: Receiver 1 performs a measurement on his systems in order to determine the message of Sender 1, and Receiver 2 similarly performs a measurement to obtain Sender
2’s message. More specifically, Receiver 1 performs a positive
where
is
operator-valued measure (POVM)
, and Receiver 2
a positive operator for all and
with similar conditions
performs a POVM
holding for the operators in this set. Fig. 1 depicts all of these
steps.
The probability of the receivers correctly decoding a particis as follows:
ular message pair

and so the probability of incorrectly decoding that message pair
is

where and
indicate random variables corresponding to the
senders’ choice of messages and the primed random variables
correspond to the classical outputs of the receivers’ measurements. The quantum interference channel code is -good if the
average probability of error is bounded from above by :

A. Successive Decoding
A first approach to achieve the capacity of the multiple
access channel is to exploit a successive decoding strategy
[11], [17], where the receiver first decodes the message of one
sender while treating the other sender’s transmission as noise.
The receiver then decodes the message of the other sender by
exploiting the decoded information as side information. This
strategy achieves one “corner point” of the capacity region, and
a symmetric strategy, where the receiver decodes in the opposite
order, achieves the other corner point. They can achieve any
rate pair between these two corner points with a time-sharing
strategy, in which they exploit successive decoding in one order
for a fraction of the channel uses and they exploit successive
decoding in the opposite order for the remaining fraction of the
channel uses. They can achieve the other boundary points and
the interior of the capacity region by resource wasting.
Winter exploited this approach for the quantum multiple access channel [62], essentially by using a random coding argument and by showing that a measurement to determine the first
sender’s message causes a negligible disturbance of the channel
output state. Hsieh et al. followed up on this result by showing
how to perform entanglement-assisted classical communication
over a quantum multiple access channel [33].
Theorem 1 (Successive Decoding [62]):
be a ccq channel from two senders to a
Let ,
single receiver. Let
and
be respective input distributions that each sender uses to create random codebooks of the
and
. Suppose that
form
the rates
and
(where
) satisfy

where the Holevo information quantities are with respect to a
classical-quantum state of the form
(2)

A rate pair

is achievable if there exists an
quantum interference channel code
for all ,
and sufficiently large . The capacity region of
the quantum interference channel is the closure of the set of all
achievable rates.

Then, there exist two POVMs
and
acting in successive order such that the expectation of the average probability of
correct detection is arbitrarily close to one:

V. CLASSICAL COMMUNICATION OVER THE QUANTUM
MULTIPLE ACCESS CHANNEL
There is a strong connection between the multiple access
channel and the interference channel. In fact, inner bounds
for the capacity of an interference channel can be obtained by

where the expectation is with respect to

and

.

2The setting in which both receivers decode both messages of the two senders
is the same as the setting for the compound multiple access channel [2].
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B. Quantum Simultaneous Decoding
Another approach to achieve the capacity of the multiple access channel is for the receiver to use a simultaneous decoder
(sometimes referred to as a jointly typical decoder in the independent identically distributed setting), which decodes the messages of all senders at the same time rather than in succession
[11], [17]. On one hand, simultaneous decoding is more complex than successive decoding because it considers all tuples of
messages, but on the other hand, it is more powerful than a successive decoding strategy because it can decode at any rates provided that the rates are in the capacity region (also there is no
need for time-sharing).
With such a strategy and for two senders, there are four different types of errors that can occur—one of these we can bound
with a standard typicality argument and the other three correspond to the bounds on the capacity region of the channel. This
strategy is our approach given below, and we can prove that a
quantum simultaneous decoder exists for multiple access channels with two classical inputs and one quantum output. Though,
for a three-sender quantum multiple access channel, we are only
able to prove that a quantum simultaneous decoder exists in the
special case where the averaged output states commute. Thus,
we leave the general case stated as a conjecture.
1) Two-Sender Quantum Simultaneous Decoding: This section contains the proof of the two-sender quantum simultaneous
decoder. We should mention that Sen arrived at this result with
a different technique [51].
Theorem 2 (Two-Sender Quantum Simultaneous Decoding):
be a ccq channel from two senders to a
Let ,
single receiver. Let
and
be respective input distributions that each sender uses to create random codebooks of the
and
. Suppose that
form
the rates
and
(where
) satisfy the following inequalities:
(3)
(4)
(5)
where the entropies are with respect to a state of the form in
(2). Then, there exists a simultaneous decoding POVM
such that the expectation of the average probability of error is
and sufficiently large .
bounded from above by for all
Proof: Suppose that the channel is a ccq channel of the
and that the two senders have independent
form ,
and
. These distributions induce the
distributions
following averaged output states:
(6)

and randomly according to the product distributions
and
.
be the typical projector for the
POVM Construction: Let
defined by (8). Let
be the conditensor power state
defined
tionally typical projector for the tensor product state
by (7) for uses of the channel. Let
be the conditiondefined by
ally typical projector for the tensor product state
be the condition(6) for uses of the channel. Let
defined
ally typical projector for the tensor product state
as the output of the channels when codewords
and
are
input. (We are using the “weak” definitions of these projectors
as defined in the Appendix.) In what follows, we make the following abbreviations:

The detection POVM

has the following form:
(9)

Observe that the operator
is a positive operator and thus
is a valid POVM.
Error Analysis: The average error probability of the code has
the following form:
(10)
We instead analyze the expectation of the average error probability, where the expectation is with respect to the random choice
of code:

Due to the symmetry of the code construction (the fact that the
is indeexpectation
), it suffices to anapendent of the particular message pair
lyze the expectation of the average error probability for the first
message pair (1, 1):

(7)
(8)
Codeword Selection: Senders 1 and 2 choose codewords
and
independently

We now begin our error analysis. In what follows, we abbreas
and
as
in order to save space. We first
viate
bound the above error probability as
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(18)
(19)

(12)

This bound then implies that

where the first inequality follows from the inequality
(13)
which holds for all , , and such that
, ,
. The
second inequality follows from the properties of weak conditionally typical subspaces and the Gentle Operator Lemma for
ensembles, by taking to be sufficiently large (a discussion of
these properties is in the Appendix). The idea behind this first
bound on the error probability is that we require the projector
in order to remove some of large eigenvalues of an aver, and this point in the proof seems to
aged version of
be the most opportune time to insert it.
The Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality applies to a posi[27], [26]:
tive operator and an operator where

(20)
The bound in (14) reduces to the following one after applying
(20):

We can expand the doubly indexed sum in the above expression
as

Choosing

(21)
we can apply the above operator inequality to bound the first
term in (12) as

We begin by bounding the term in the second line above. Consider the following chain of inequalities:

(14)
We first consider bounding the term in the second line above.
Consider that
(22)
and
are indeThe first equality follows because
pendent—the senders choose the code randomly in such a
way that this is true. The second equality follows because
. The first inequality follows by applying the following operator inequality for weak conditionally
typical subspaces:
(15)
The aforementioned inequalities follow by employing the
Gentle Operator Lemma for ensembles, (13), and the following
inequalities that follow from the discussion in the Appendix:
(16)
(17)

The last equality is from factoring out the expectation. We now
focus on the expression inside the expectation
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The final inequality follows from

Substituting the operator inequality in (24) into (23), we have
The first equality is from substitution. The second equality is
from cyclicity of trace. The first inequality is from

The final inequality follows from the bound on the rank of the
weak conditionally typical projector (see the Appendix).
Substituting back into (22), we have

The second inequality follows because
.
Finally, we obtain a bound on the term in the last line of (21)
with a slightly different argument:

We employ a different argument to bound the term in the third
line of (21). Consider the following chain of inequalities:

(23)
This equality follows from the fact that
and
dependent. We now focus on bounding the operator
inside the trace:

are in-

(24)
The first equality follows by substitution. The first inequality
follows from the following operator inequality:

The first equality follows from the independence of
and
. The second equality follows because
. The first inequality follows from the fact that
and
commute and thus
. The third equality follows from factoring out the expec. The fourth
tation and substitution of the definition of
and
.
equality follows from the independence of
and from
The last equality follows because
cyclicity of trace. Continuing, we have

The second equality follows because and
are constants
with respect to the expectation over . The third equality fol, and the second inlows because
equality follows from the operator inequality
(25)
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The first inequality is from the following operator inequality:

The second equality is from cyclicity of trace and factoring out
the expectations. The second inequality is from the operator inequality

The final inequality is from the bound on the rank of the weak
conditionally typical projector.
Combining everything together, we get the following bound
on the expectation of the average error probability:

proof of the aforementioned theorem [51], but his proof introduces several new techniques (interestingly, he does not exploit
the familiar square-root POVM or the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality).
We obtain the following simple corollary of Theorem 2 by
a technique called “coded time-sharing” [20], [17]. The main
idea is to pick a sequence according to a product distribution
and then pick the codeword sequences
and
acand
, respectively (so
cording to
and
are conditionally independent when given ).
that
In the proof, all typical projectors are conditional on , and we
take the expectation over the time-sharing variable
as well
when bounding the expectation of the average error probability.
Thus, we omit the proof of the below corollary.
Corollary 3:
Suppose that the rates
equalities:

Thus, we can choose the message sizes to be as follows:
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and

satisfy the following in(26)
(27)
(28)

where the entropies are with respect to a state of the following
form:
so that the expectation of the average error probability vanishes
and
obey the
in the asymptotic limit whenever the rates
following inequalities:

A casual glance at the above proof might lead one to believe it is just a straightforward extension of the “usual” proofs
of the HSW theorem [12] [30], [33], [50], [60], but it differs
from these and extends them non trivially in several regards.
First, we choose the square-root POVM in (9) in a particular
way—specifically, the layering of projectors is such that the prois surrounded by the projector of
jector of
, which itself is surrounded by the projector of
. If one were to place the projector of
somewhere in the square-root POVM, this leads to
difficulties with noncommutative projectors (discussed in earlier versions of this paper on the arXiv). So, our second observation is to instead “smooth” the state by the projector of
before applying the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality. The above combination seems to be just the
right trick for applying independence of the codewords after
invoking the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality. The final
way in which our proof differs from earlier ones is that we
analyze each of the four errors in a different way (these four
types of errors occur after the application of the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality). This asymmetry does not occur in
the error analysis of the classical multiple access channel (see
[17, pp. 4–15]), but for the moment, it seems to be necessary in
the quantum case due to the general noncommutativity of typical projectors. Many of these observations are present in Sen’s

Then, if the codebooks for Senders 1 and 2 are chosen as described previously, there exists a corresponding simultaneous
such that the expectation of the avdecoding POVM
erage probability of error is bounded above by for all
and sufficiently large .
2) Conjecture for Three-Sender Quantum Simultaneous Decoding: We now state our conjecture regarding the existence of
a quantum simultaneous decoder for a quantum multiple access
channel with three classical inputs. We state the conjecture for a
three-sender quantum multiple access channel because this form
is the one required for the proof of the Han–Kobayashi achievable rate region [20].
Conjecture 4 (Existence of a Three-Sender Quantum Sibe a cccq
multaneous Decoder): Let , ,
quantum multiple access channel, where Sender 1 has access to the input, Sender 2 has access to the input, and
input. Let
,
, and
Sender 3 has access to the
be distributions on the inputs. Define the following random
be independent random varicode: let
ables distributed according to the product distribution
and similarly and independently let
and
be independent random variables disand
.
tributed according to product distributions
,
The rates of communication are
, and
, respectively,
where
. Suppose that these rates obey the following
inequalities:
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where the Holevo information quantities are with respect to the
following classical-quantum state:

(29)

Theorem 5 (Averaged State Commuting Case):
Consider the same setup as in Conjecture 4, with the additional assumption that certain averaged states commute:
for all
,
, and
. Then, there exists a quantum simultaneous
decoder in the sense described in Conjecture 4.
Proof: The proof exploits some ideas from Theorem 2.
Thus, we merely describe the key points of the proof.
We randomly and independently choose codewords for the
three senders according to the respective product distributions
,
, and
. We define the detection
POVM to be of the following form:

Then, there exists a decoding POVM
such that
the expectation of the average probability of error is bounded
and sufficiently large :
above by for all

where the expectation is with respect to
,
, and
.
The importance of this conjecture stems not only from the fact
that a proof of it would be helpful in achieving a “quantized”
version of the Han–Kobayashi achievable rate region, but also
because such a proof might more broadly be helpful for “quantizing” other results in network classical information theory.
Indeed, many coding theorems in network classical information theory exploit a simultaneous decoding approach (sometimes known as jointly typical decoding) [17]. Also, Dutil and
Hayden have recently put forward a related conjecture known as
the “multiparty typicality” conjecture [16], and it is likely that
a proof of Conjecture 4 could aid in producing a proof of the
multiparty typicality conjecture or vice versa.
3) Special Cases of the Conjecture: We now offer two theorems that are variations of the above conjecture that do hold for
three-sender multiple access channels. The first is a special case
in which we assume that certain averaged output states commute, and the second is one in which certain bounds contain
min-entropies. It seems likely that an eventual proof of Conjecture 4, should one be found, will involve steps similar to those
presented below, albeit with some crucial additional ideas.
4) Commuting Case: We prove a special case of Conjecture
4 in which we assume that certain averaged output states commute. First, let us define the following states:

(30)
where

and each of the above projectors are conditionally typical projectors defined with a similar shorthand from the proof of Theorem 2. Observe that all of the conditionally typical projectors
,
,
,
,
,
, and are mutually
commuting from the assumption of the theorem. We analyze the
expectation of the average error probability, and due to the symmetry of the code construction, it suffices to analyze this error
probability for the first message triple (1, 1, 1):
Our first move is to “unravel” the operator
by means
of the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality, so that

The first error with the operator
under the trace can
where
,
be bounded from above by some
by employing the trace inequality in (13) and the Gentle Operator Lemma for ensembles. We can expand the triply indexed
sum for the second error into seven different types of errors. We
delineate the different errors in the following table:

(31)
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where denotes some message other than the first one (implying
an incorrect decoding). Each of these we can bound by averand commuting the apaging over the state
propriate projector to be closest to the state. For example, conand
are insider the first error term. We have that
inside of the trace and
dependent. Bring the expectation over
to get
.
average over the state
Commute
to be closest to the state on both sides
and exploit the operator inequality
. After a few steps, we end up with the
. The other six bounds proceed in a
bound
similar fashion, demonstrating that Conjecture 4 holds true for
this special case.
5) Min-Entropy Case: A simple modification of the proof
of Theorem 2 allows us to achieve rates expressible in terms of
min-entropies [45], [44], for arbitrary quantum channels. The
of a quantum state
is equal to the
min-entropy
negative logarithm of its maximal eigenvalue:

and the conditional min-entropy of a classical-quantum state
with classical system and
quantum system is as follows [44]:

This definition of conditional min-entropy, where the conditioning system is classical, implies the following operator inequality:
(32)
The following theorem gives an achievable rate region for a
three-sender quantum simultaneous decoder. The entropy differences in (33)–(34) and (36)–(37) of the following theorem
may not necessarily be positive for all states because the conditional quantum min-entropy can be less than the conditional
von Neumann entropy. Nevertheless, there are some states for
which these rates are positive, and Example 7 gives a channel
for which the min-entropy rates are equivalent to the von Neumann entropy rates.
Theorem 6 (Min-Entropy Case):
Consider the same setup as in Conjecture 4. There exists a
quantum simultaneous decoder in the sense described in Conjecture 4 that achieves the following rate region:
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
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Other variations of the above achievable rate region are posin the above
sible by permuting the variables , , and
expressions.
Proof: The main idea for this proof is to exploit a decoding
chosen to be as follows:
POVM of the form in (30), with

(40)
We can bound the expectation of the average error probability
again by exploiting the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality.
After doing so, the first error with the operator
under
where
the trace can be bounded from above by some
, by employing the trace inequality in (13)
and the Gentle Operator Lemma for ensembles. The second
error again breaks into the seven errors of the form in (31). We
discuss below how to handle each of these errors:
and
are independent. Bring the expec1)
inside of the trace and average over
tation over
the state
,
,
to get
.
is bounded from above by
The state
and proceed to upper bound this error
by
.
and
are independent. Bring the ex2)
inside of the trace and average
pectation over
to get
.
over the state
The state
is bounded from above by
and proceed to upper bound this error by
.
3)
and
are independent. Exploit the operator
, bring
inequality
inside of the trace and average
the expectation over
to get
. Exover the state
ploit the operator inequality
. We can then upper bound this
.
error by
and
are independent, and so are
and
4)
. Bring the expectations over
and
inside of
to
the trace and average over the state
. The state
is bounded from above by
get
and proceed to upper bound this error by
.
and
are independent, and so are
and
5)
. Bring the expectations over
and
inside of
the trace and average over the state
to
. The state
is bounded from above by
get
and proceed to upper bound this error by
.
and
are independent, and so are
6)
and
. Exploit the operator inequality
, bring the expectation over
inside of the trace and average over the state
to get
. Exploit the oper. Bring the
ator inequality
inside of the trace and average over
expectation over
the state
to get
. Exploit the operator
inequality
. We can
.
then upper bound this error by
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7) All variables are independent. Bring the expectations over
,
, and
inside of the trace and average over the
to get
. Exploit the operator
state
and proceed to
inequality
.
upper bound this error by
Example 7: We now provide an example of a cccq quantum
multiple access channel for which a quantum simultaneous decoder can achieve its capacity region. We show that the min-entropy rates in (33)–(39) of Theorem 6 are equal to the von Neumann entropy rates from Conjecture 4. By Winter’s results in
[62] for a cccq multiple access channel, this implies that the
min-entropy rate region is equivalent to the capacity region for
this particular channel. Consider a channel that takes three bits
, , and as input and outputs one of the four “BB84” states:

A classical-quantum state on which we evaluate information
quantities is

where
is one of
,
,
, or
depending on
the choice of the bits , , and . The conditional entropy
vanishes for this state because the state is pure
when conditioned on the classical registers , , and . So it
with
,
is only necessary to compare
with
,
with
,
with
. We choose
,
, and
and
to be the uniform distribution. This gives the following
reduced state on , , and :

for which it is straightforward to show that certain entropies take
their maximal value of one bit:
and
. We also have the following
reduced state on , , and :
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and
. Furthermore, we can show
takes it maximum
that the conditional entropy
value of
when
and
are uniform
). Thus, the
(where
region achievable with min-entropies in (33)–(39) of Theorem
6 is equivalent to the capacity region for this channel:

of one bit:

6) Other Attempts at Proving Conjecture 4: We have attempted to prove Conjecture 4 in many different ways, and this
section briefly summarizes these attempts. We again mention
that our quantum simultaneous decoding conjecture seems related to the multiparty typicality conjecture from [16].
We have attempted to prove Conjecture 4 by exploiting the
asymmetric hypothesis testing techniques from [40] and [59].
The problem with these approaches in the multiple access setting is that the POVM selected in the operational definitions of
the quantum relative entropy is optimal for one type of error in
(21), but it is not necessarily optimal for the other two types of
errors. The hypothesis testing approaches from [6] and [7] also
do not appear to be of much help for our goals here because
they involve an infimum over the choice of the second state in
the quantum relative entropy.
Another attempt is to improve the achievable rate region
of Theorem 6, by replacing min-entropies with smooth
min-entropies [44]. In fact, the smooth min-entropy is
known to approach the von Neumann entropy in the case
of a large number of independent and identically distributed random variables [44], [57]. To prove the conjecture, it would be sufficient to find a state
that is close to
—which corresponds to
independent copies of the state
in (29)—that si,
multaneously satisfies
,
,
. Here,
refers to the -smooth min-entropy, which is
over all states on
that
the maximum of
are -close to ; see [44] for a precise definition. In the proof
of Theorem 6, we would replace the output of the channel
by before applying the Hayashi–Nagaoka operator inequality
and the min-entropy terms would approach the von Neumann
entropy terms we are looking for.
VI. QUANTUM INTERFERENCE CHANNEL
This section contains some of the main results of this paper,
the inner and outer bounds on the capacity of a ccqq quantum
interference channel of the following form:

for which the other entropies take their maximal value

(41)
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where Sender 1 has access to the classical input, Sender 2 has
input, Receiver 1 has access to the
access to the classical
quantum system, and Receiver 2 has access to the
quantum
system. The first inner bound that we prove is similar to the result of Carleial for “very strong” interference. We then prove
a quantum simultaneous decoding inner bound and give the capacity of the channel whenever it exhibits “strong” interference.
The main inner bound is the Han–Kobayashi achievable rate region with Shannon information quantities replaced by Holevo
information quantities, and this inner bound relies on Conjecture 4 for its proof. The outer bound in Section VI-B is similar
to an outer bound in the classical case due to Sato [46].
A. Inner Bounds
As mentioned earlier, the interference channel naturally
induces two multiple access channels with the same senders.
Thus, one possible coding strategy for the interference channel
is to build a codebook for each multiple access channel that is
decodable for both receivers. In fact, most—if not all—known
coding strategies for the interference channel are based on this
idea. It is important to say here that we have to use the same
codebook for both multiple access channels. For this reason,
using the existence of good codes achieving all tuples in the
capacity region is not sufficient.
1) Very Strong Interference: A setting for which we can determine the capacity of a ccqq interference channel is the setting
of “very strong” interference (see [17, pp. 6–11]). The conditions for “very strong” interference are that the following information inequalities should hold for all distributions
and
:
(42)
(43)
where

is a state of the following form:

(44)
The information inequalities in (42) and (43) imply that the interference is so strong that it is possible for each receiver to decode the other sender’s message before decoding the message
intended for him. These conditions are a generalization of Carleial’s conditions for a classical Gaussian interference channel
[8].
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Proof: Our proof technique is to apply Winter’s successive decoder from Lemma 1, so that each receiver first decodes
the message of the other sender, followed by decoding the message of the partner sender. More specifically, Senders 1 and 2
and
randomly choose a codebook of size
, respectively. The choice of random code
is such that Receiver 1 can first decode the message because
the message is distinguishable whenever the message set size
is less than
and the very strong interference
condition in (42) guarantees that this holds. Receiver 1 then uses
as side information to decode message from Sender 1. Receiver 2 performs similar steps by exploiting the very strong interference condition in (43). The random choice of code guarantees that the expectation of the average error probability is arbitrarily small, and this furthermore guarantees the existence of a
particular code with arbitrarily small average error probability.
The converse of this theorem follows by the same reasoning as
Carleial [8], [17]—the outer bound follows by considering that
the conditional mutual information rates in the statement of the
theorem are what they could achieve if Senders 1 and 2 maximize their rates individually.
Example 9: We now consider an example of a ccqq quantum
interference channel with two classical inputs and two quantum
outputs:
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
The first classical input is for Sender 1, and the second
classical input is for Sender 2. This transformation results
if the two senders input one of the four classical states
to a “ -SWAP” unitary transformation that takes this computational basis to the output basis in
(45)–(48).
We would like to determine an interval for the parameter for
which the channel exhibits “very strong” interference. In order
to do so, we need to consider classical-quantum states of the
following form:

(49)

Theorem 8 (Very Strong Interference):
Let a ccqq quantum interference channel as in (41) be given,
and suppose that it has “very strong” interference as in (42) and
(43). Then, the channel’s capacity region is the union of all rates
and
satisfying the following inequalities:

where
is one of the pure output states in (45)–(48). We
should then check whether the conditions in (42) and (43) hold
and
. We can equivalently
for all distributions
express these conditions in terms of von Neumann entropies as
follows:

where the union is over input distributions

and thus, it suffices to calculate six entropies for states of the
form in (49). After some straightforward calculations, we find
the results in (50)–(54), as shown at the bottom of the next page,
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Fig. 2. Capacity region of the “ -SWAP” interference channel for various values of  such that the channel exhibits “very strong” interference. The capacity
region is largest when  gets closer to 2.18, and it vanishes when  = because the channel becomes a full SWAP (at this point, Receiver i gets no information
from Sender i, where i 2 f ; g).

12

= 2

where
is the binary entropy function. We numerically
checked for particular values of whether the conditions (42)
and
, and
and (43) hold for all distributions
we found that they hold when
(the latter interval in the union is approximately a shift of the
contains
,
first interval by ). The interval
the value of for which the capacity should vanish because the
transformation is equivalent to a full SWAP (the channel at this
point has “too strong” interference). We compute the capacity
region given in Theorem 8 for several values of in the interval
(it is redundant to evaluate for other intervals
because the capacity region is symmetric about
and it is
and
also equivalent for the two -shifted intervals
). Fig. 2 plots these capacity regions for several values
.
of in the interval
2) Quantum Simultaneous Decoding Inner Bound: The
two-sender quantum simultaneous decoder from Theorem
2 and Corollary 3 allows us to establish a nontrivial inner
bound on the capacity of the quantum interference channel.
The strategy is simply to consider the induced multiple access
channels to each receiver and choose the rates low enough such
that each receiver can decode the messages from both senders
[2], [17]. This gives us the following theorem.

Theorem 10 (Simultaneous Decoding Inner Bound):
Let a ccqq quantum interference channel as in (41) be given.
and
Then, an achievable rate region is the union of all rates
satisfying the following inequalities:

where

the

union

is

over
input
distributions
.
Proof: The proof exploits the two-sender quantum simultaneous decoder from Corollary 3. We first generate a
according to the product distribution
time-sharing sequence
. Let Sender 1 generate a codebook
independently and randomly according to the distribution
, and let Sender 2 generate a codebook
with the distribution
. The induced
ccq multiple access channel to Receiver 1 is ,
,
.
and the induced channel to Receiver 2 is ,
Corollary 3 states that there exists a simultaneous decoding

(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
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POVM
for Receiver 1 (corresponding to the random
choice of code) such that (55), as shown at the bottom of the
page, holds as long as

Similarly, we can invoke Corollary 3 to show that there is a
for Receiver 2 such
simultaneous decoding POVM
that (56), as shown at the bottom of the page, holds as long as

Thus, if we choose the rates as given in the statement of the theorem, then all six of the aforementioned inequalities are satisfied, implying that the inequality in (57), as shown at the bottom
of the page, holds. Invoking the following operator inequality:

and derandomizing the expectation implies the existence of a
code upon which all parties can agree. The agreed upon code
has vanishing error probability in the asymptotic limit.
3) Strong Interference: The simultaneous decoding inner
bound from the previous section allows us to determine the capacity of a ccqq interference channel in the setting of “strong”
interference (see [17, pp. 6–12]). The conditions for “strong”
interference are that the following information inequalities
and
:
should hold for all distributions
(58)
(59)
where

is a state of the form in (44).
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Theorem 11 (Strong Interference):
Let a ccqq quantum interference channel as in (41) be given
which satisfies the condition of “strong interference” as in (58)
and (59). Then, the capacity region of such a channel is the union
and
satisfying the following inequalities:
of all rates

where the union is over input distributions

Proof: The proof exploits the quantum simultaneous decoding inner bound from Theorem 10 and the strong interference conditions in (58) and (59). The matching outer bound follows from similar reasoning as in [17, pp. 6–13], though using
quantum information inequalities rather than classical ones.
4) Han–Kobayashi Achievable Rate Region: The following
result provides an achievable rate region for the reliable transmission of classical data over a ccqq quantum interference
channel (assuming Conjecture 4 regarding the existence of a
quantum simultaneous decoder). We should mention that this
result was subsequently proved by Sen [51] without relying on
Conjecture 4. The statement of the theorem generates codes
constructed from a single copy of a ccqq quantum interference
channel. We can obtain the regularization of the region by
blocking the channel times and constructing codes from the
blocked channel (for any finite ).
Theorem 12 (Achievable Rate Region for the Quantum
Interference Channel):
be the set of tuples of
Assume Conjecture 4 holds. Let
nonnegative reals
such that
(60)
(61)

(55)

(56)

(57)
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(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)
where

is a state of the following form:

(74)
and
and
are arbitrary
and suffifunctions. A rate region is achievable if for all
ciently large , there exists a code with vanishing average error
probability as given in (75), shown at the bottom of the page,
represents the encoded
where
state, is a “personal” message of Sender 1, is a “common”
message of Sender 1, is a “personal” message of Sender 2,
is a “common” message of Sender 2,
is the POVM
of Receiver 1, and
is the POVM of Receiver 2. An
achievable rate region for the quantum interference channel ,
is the set of all rates
, where
and is a state of the form in (74).
Proof: We merely need to set up how the senders select a code randomly and the rest of the proof follows by

reasoning similar to that of Han and Kobayashi [20], although we require an application of Conjecture 4. Fig. 3
depicts the Han–Kobayashi coding strategy. Sender 1 gen“personal” codewords
acerates
cording to the distribution
and
“common”
according to the distribution
codewords
. Sender 2 generates
“personal” codewords
according to the distribution
and
“common” codewords
according to
. Receiver 1 “sees” a three-input multhe distribution
tiple access channel after tracing over Receiver 2’s system, and
the relevant state for randomly selecting a code is many copies
. Receiver 2 “sees” a three-input
of
multiple access channel after tracing over Receiver 1’s system,
and the relevant state for randomly selecting a code is many
. Observe that these states
copies of
are of the form needed to apply Conjecture 4. A direct applicashows
tion of Conjecture 4 to the state
that there exists a POVM that can distinguish the common messages of both senders and the personal message of Sender 1
provided that (60)–(66) hold. Similarly, a direct application
shows
of Conjecture 4 to the state
that there exists a POVM that can distinguish the common
messages of both senders and the personal message of Sender 2
provided that (67)–(73) hold. We obtain the bounds in (76) and
(77), as shown at the bottom of the page, on the expectation of
the average error probability for each code, provided that the
rates satisfy the inequalities in (60)–(73). We then sum the two
expectations of the average error probabilities together. Since
the expectation is bounded above by some arbitrarily small,
positive number , there exists a particular code such that the
bound in (78), shown at the bottom of the next page, holds. We
finally apply the bound

that holds for any two commuting positive operators each less
than or equal to the identity, to get the bound in (75) on the
average error probability. This demonstrates that any rate pair

(75)

(76)

(77)
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Fig. 3. Han–Kobayashi coding strategy. Sender 1 selects codewords according
to a “personal” random variable U and a “common” random variable W . She
then acts on U and W with some deterministic function f that outputs a variable X which serves as a classical input to the interference channel. Sender 2
uses a similar encoding. Receiver 1 performs a measurement to decode both
variables of Sender 1 and the common random variable W of Sender 2. Receiver 2 acts similarly. The advantage of this coding strategy is that it makes
use of interference in the channel by having each receiver partially decode what
the other sender is transmitting. Theorem 12 gives the rates that are achievable
assuming that Conjecture 4 holds.

is achievable for the quantum interference
channel (up to Conjecture 4).
Extending the strategies of the previous section and this section to the case of a quantum interference channel with quantum
inputs and quantum outputs is straightforward. The senders have
the choice to prepare density operators, conditional on classical
inputs, as input to this general quantum interference channel,
and this extra preprocessing for preparation effectively induces
a ccqq quantum interference channel for which they are coding.
Thus, the achievable rate regions include an extra degree of
freedom in the choice of density operators at the inputs. Also,
Theorems 8 and 11 are no longer optimal in the case of “very
strong” or “strong” interference because entanglement at the individual encoders could increase capacity for certain interference channels [25].
5) Rates Achievable by Successive Decoding: In Section V-A
on the multiple access channel, we saw that a successive decoding strategy can be used to achieve certain rate tuples. Then,
by time-sharing between the different codes achieving these
rates, it is possible to construct good codes for the full capacity
region of the multiple access channel. To obtain an inner bound
for the interference channel, one could try to use these codes
for the two induced multiple access channels. However, this
strategy is not well adapted in this setting because the codebooks
obtained for the two multiple access channels are not necessarily
the same for fixed rates
and . In addition, decoding a codebook constructed by time-sharing between two codebooks
and
assumes that both
and
are decodable, and these
codes do in general depend on the properties of the channel for
which one is coding. For this reason, a time-sharing strategy that
works for one of the induced multiple access channels might not
work for the other one.
It is, however, possible to use successive decoding strategies
for an interference channel in the following way. We start
by considering a strategy where both receivers are asked to
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decode both messages, i.e., we are dealing with the compound
multiple access channel. Such a strategy defines an achievable
rate region known as the “successive decoding inner bound”
for the interference channel (cf., [17, pp. 6--7]). Suppose that
Receiver 1 starts by decoding the message of Sender 2 and
then the message of Sender 1, and Receiver 2 does the same.
We can describe the decode orderings of the receivers by
and
. In this
the two permutations
case, we know that the random code defined by picking
and
codewords independently according to the product
and
is decodable on average for Redistributions
and
.
ceiver 1 provided
Moreover, it is decodable on average for Receiver 2 proand
. Thus, the
vided
and
rate pairs
are all achievable for the
interference channel. Recall that Receiver 2 is actually not
interested in the message sent by Sender 1. The only reason
to decode the message of Sender 1 is to be able to decode the
message of Sender 2 at a higher rate. It is thus useless to require
Receiver 2 to decode the message of Sender 1 after decoding
the message of Sender 2.
,
, where
The above ordering shows that the rate pairs
and
are all achievable for the interference channel. Naturally, we can
do the same for all decode orderings , and we can achieve
rates arbitrarily close to the following points:
(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
Of course, one can use time-sharing between these different
codes for the interference channel to obtain other achievable
rates. These rates are illustrated in the RHS of Fig. 4.
Improving Rates Using Rate-Splitting: As can be seen
in Fig. 4, the region defined by the convex hull of the points
(79)–(82) is, in general, smaller than the simultaneous decoding
inner bound. A natural question is whether it is possible to
obtain the simultaneous decoding inner bound, or even more
generally, the full Han–Kobayashi rate region using a more
sophisticated successive decoding argument. There exists an
attempt to answer this question for the classical interference
channel [52]. This attempt exploits rate-splitting [19] and a
careful analysis of the geometrical structure of the 4-D region
(corresponding to the two natural multiple access channels
defined by the interference channel) that projects down to the
2-D Chong–Motani–Garg region [9]. The Chong–Motani–Garg
region is known to be equivalent to the Han–Kobayashi region

(78)
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Fig. 4. These plots show achievable rates regions for the interference channel
for simultaneous decoding and successive decoding strategies with fixed input
distributions. Using a simultaneous decoding strategy, it is possible to achieve
the intersection of the two regions of the corresponding multiple access channels. Using a successive decoding strategy, we obtain four achievable rate points
that correspond to the possible decoding orders for the two multiple access channels. The solid red and blue lines outline the different multiple access channel
achievable rate regions, and the shaded gray areas outline the achievable rate
regions for the two different decoding strategies.

when considering all possible input distributions [10], [35].
The argument of [52] rests on an assumption that the change
of the code distribution dictated by applying the rate-splitting
technique at the convenience of some receiver does not affect
the other receiver’s decoding ability. Unfortunately, this assumption does not hold in general. We explain this issue in
greater detail in the following paragraphs.
on some alphabet .
Consider an input distribution
be the codebook obtained by picking
independent
Let
. A
codewords of length distributed according to
consists of a function
and
split of
distributions
and
such that
,
and
are independent [19]. The
where
rate-splitting technique in general refers to following coding
from the distribution
strategy. Generate a code
consisting of
independent codewords and a code
from
consisting of
independent codethe distribution
. The codebook
is defined as
words, where
. Note that
contains
codewords. Furthermore, the codewords of
are all distributed according to
. The difference
are
between this codebook and is that the codewords in
not pairwise independent because two codewords in
could
and
where
and ,
arise from the same
.
and
. SupNow we describe how to choose the rates
pose that
where
is the output of a channel
and
is
on input . Then, a natural choice for
and
because
. Observe that the values of
and
depend on
the channel. Consider now a code for an interference channel,
where is to be decoded by both receivers. Such an additional
requirement arises for example for the common messages in
the Han–Kobayashi inner bound strategy. Let
and
. Using the codebook , both receivers are
able to decode . However, when coding for a multiple acinto
cess channel with output , we might want to split
and
and use the codebook
for with rates
and
instead of using [19].
We perform this split because we want to get a noncorner point
of the rate region for the multiple access channel with output
only using successive decoding. In this case, Receiver 1 can
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decode with small error probability. We should, however, keep
in mind that we are coding for an interference channel and we
also want Receiver 2 to decode . The problem is that it is possible that
, in which case Receiver
2 cannot decode and thus cannot decode . In this case, the
code obtained by splitting according to the first receiver’s prescription is not a good code for the second receiver and hence
not a good code for the interference channel.
One can however use rate-splitting to obtain potentially better
rates than the four points (79)–(82) that can be achieved using
a simple successive decoding strategy. In fact, splitting the two
inputs of the interference channel as in the Han–Kobayashi
strategy into a “personal” and a “common” part and requiring
each receiver to decode both common parts induces two
three-user multiple access channels. One can naturally use all
6 6 pairs of decoding orders to obtain an achievable rate
pair for the interference channel. Fig. 5 shows some rates that
can be achieved using such a strategy for a classical Gaussian
interference channel.
Of course, it is possible to split the inputs even further, leading
to two six-user multiple access channels. An interesting open
question is to determine whether such a strategy can achieve the
full Han–Kobayashi region—such a result would be important
for the quantum interference channel because it would immediately lead to a way to achieve the analogous Han–Kobayashi
region without employing Conjecture 4.
B. Outer Bound
We also give a simple outer bound for the capacity of the
quantum interference channel. This result follows naturally
from a classical result of Sato’s [46], where he observes that
any code for the quantum interference channel also gives codes
for three quantum multiple access channel subproblems, one
for Receiver 1, another for Receiver 2, and a third for the two
receivers considered together. Thus, if we have an outer bound
on the underlying quantum multiple access channel capacities
[62], then we can trivially get an outer bound on the quantum
interference channel capacity. We omit the following theorem’s
proof because of its similarity to Sato’s proof.
Theorem 13:
Consider the Sato region defined as follows:
(83)
where

and

are rates satisfying the following inequalities:
(84)
(85)
(86)

The aforementioned entropic quantities are with respect to the
following state:

(87)
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Fig. 5. These two figures plot rate pairs that the senders and receivers in a classical Gaussian interference channel can achieve with successive decoding and
rate-splitting (SD + RS). The figures compare these rates with those achievable by the Han–Kobayashi (HK) coding strategy, while also plotting the regions
corresponding to the two induced multiple access channels to each receiver (MAC1 and MAC2). The LHS figure demonstrates that, for a particular choice of
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and interference to noise (INR) parameters (SNR1 = 1:7; SNR2 = 2; INR1 = 3:4; INR2 = 4), successive decoding with ratesplitting does not perform as well as the Han–Kobayashi strategy. The RHS figure demonstrates that, for a different choice of parameters (SNR1 = 343; SNR2 =
296; INR1 = 5; INR2 = 5), the two strategies perform equally well.

Then, the region
forms an outer bound on the capacity
region of the quantum interference channel.

VII. CONNECTION TO UNITARY GATE CAPACITIES
Considerable effort has been devoted to the problem of establishing the information theoretic capacities of an interaction
between two quantum systems [3],
[22]–[24]. One imagines that Charlie controls the system represented by the Hilbert space while Donna controls , and that
they would like to exploit to communicate or establish correlations. (More generally, the interaction might be modeled by
a Hamiltonian, but that situation can be reduced to the unitary
case.) Since has two inputs and two outputs, this is a special
case of a quantum interference channel, and so Theorem 12 will
yield achievable rates for classical communication over and,
as we shall see, significantly more.
When is thought of as an interference channel (say, with
and
and quantum outputs
and
as
quantum inputs
discussed at the end of Section VI-A4), Charlie plays the roles
of both Sender 1 and Receiver 2, while Donna plays the roles
of both Sender 2 and Receiver 1 (Fig. 6 depicts this communication scenario). Theorem 12 then gives achievable rates for
simultaneous Charlie-to-Donna and Donna-to-Charlie classical
communication over . Indeed, it appears to provide the first
nontrivial protocol accomplishing this task for general bidirectional channels. (Earlier protocols assumed free shared entanglement between Charlie and Donna [3].) To apply the theorem,
and
in the
it suffices to identify
. The commuinterference channel
nication rates achievable for the -SWAP channel of Example
9, for instance, apply equally well to this setting.

Fig. 6. Connection between a quantum interference channel and a bidirectional
unitary gate. The quantum interference channel has quantum inputs A and A
and quantum outputs B and B . We can identify Sender 1 and Receiver 2 as
Charlie and Sender 2 and Receiver 1 as Donna to make a connection with the
bidirectional unitary gate setting.

The fact that Charlie and Donna are each both sender and receiver gives them some flexibility not available for general interference channels. Most importantly, in this “bidirectional” setting, they are permitted to use sequentially, reinserting their
outputs into the channel in each successive round [3]. Codes for
standard interference channels, on the other hand, cannot take
advantage of this flexibility, and so finding the optimal tradeoff
between forward and backward communication will likely require codes specifically tailored to the bidirectional setting.
As an interference channel, is also special because the only
noise is due to interference: the channel itself is noiseless. Because does not leak information to an environment, communication can be made coherent at essentially no cost. This allowed
Harrow and Leung to establish the following remarkable result,
which we state informally using resource inequalities [13]. Rerepresents a classical bit of communication
call that
one qubit of communication
from Charlie to Donna,
from Charlie to Donna, and
one cobit from Charlie to
.
Donna, that is, the isometry
[21],
and
represent the same resources
but with Donna the sender and Charlie the receiver. Finally,
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represents a single shared ebit. For a rigorous definition of resource inequalities, see [13] and [24].

Note that the inequalities need only hold in the limit of a
large number of uses of and might require the catalytic use
of resources. Still, they imply that for bidirectional channels,
the codes we have designed for sending classical data can also
be used to send cobits, ebits, and even qubits. In particular, any
rates of classical communication that are achievable can automatically be upgraded to cobit communication rates. While our
codes should be effective for cobit communication, they have
not been designed to generate entanglement. While they can do
by virtue of the fact that a cobit can
so at the rate
be used to generate an ebit, that process might be inefficient. In
fact, Harrow and Leung have even exhibited a particular channel
with and each consisting of qubits for which
can never exceed
but for which can be larger than
[23]. For that channel, our codes would produce an amount
of entanglement exponentially smaller than optimal. Rectifying
that problem would require modifying the interference channel
codes we developed in this paper to also establish shared randomness between the two receivers; such shared randomness
would automatically become entanglement in the bidirectional
unitary setting.

of a quantum simultaneous decoder by exploiting the coding
techniques from [33], and this would in turn lead to another
interesting generalization of the Han–Kobayashi rate region
where we assume that senders share entanglement with their
partner receivers. Reference [63] made progress in this direction
by proving the existence of a quantum simultaneous decoder
for an entanglement-assisted quantum multiple access channel
with two senders, though the three-sender case is still open.
Also, just as there are many different capacities for a singlesender single-receiver quantum channel, we would expect that
there are many interesting capacities that we could study for a
quantum interference channel. In fact, we initially attempted to
use some of the well-known decoupling techniques for the case
of quantum information transmission over the quantum interference channel [28], [1], but we were not able to achieve nontrivial
rates.
Another important question to consider for the quantum interference channel is as follows: Is there anything that quantum
mechanics can offer to improve upon the Han–Kobayashi
achievable rate region? Quantum effects might play some
unexpected role for the quantum interference channel and allow
us to achieve a rate region that is superior to the well-known
Han–Kobayashi rate region.
Finally, it could be that quantum simultaneous decoding is not
necessary in order to achieve the Han–Kobayashi region. In fact,
our first attempt at the proof of Theorem 12 was to quantize the
successive decoding method from [52], by exploiting the coding
techniques from [14] and [62] tailored for classical communication. But we found an issue with the technique in [52] even
for the classical interference channel because rate-splitting at
the convenience of one receiver affects the other receiver’s decoding abilities. Thus, it remains open to determine if a successive decoding strategy can achieve the Han–Kobayashi rate
region.

VIII. OUTLOOK

APPENDIX

Theorem 14 [22]:
,
For any bipartite unitary (or isometry) and
each of the following resource inequalities is equivalent:

,

(88)
(89)

(90)

Calculating the capacity of the interference channel in the
classical setting has been an open problem for many years
now, and calculating the capacity of the quantum interference
channel will be at least as difficult to solve. We have proved
that a quantum simultaneous decoder exists for a multiple
access channel with two senders, and we have given some
evidence that it should exist for channels with three senders.
This conjecture holds at least in the case of a quantum multiple
access channel in which certain averages of the channel outputs
commute. If this conjecture holds in the general case, it immediately implies that the Han–Kobayashi rate region, expressed
in terms of Holevo information quantities, is an achievable rate
region for the quantum interference channel. Note that even
though the general conjecture is still open, the Han–Kobayashi
rate region was recently shown to be achievable [51].
Even though Theorem 12 is now known to hold [51], it
would still be very interesting to prove Conjecture 4. A proof of
this conjecture would probably have important consequences
for multiuser quantum information theory since it would
allow for many classical information theory results based on
simultaneous decoding to be adapted to the quantum setting.
It could also likely prove an entanglement-assisted version

Consider a density operator
composition:

with the following spectral de-

The weakly typical subspace is defined as the span of all vectors
such that the sample entropy
of their classical label is
of the distribution
[41],
close to the true entropy
[60]:

where

The projector

onto the typical subspace of

is defined as
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where we have “overloaded” the symbol
the set of -typical sequences:

to refer also to

The three important properties of the typical projector are as
follows:

where the first property holds for arbitrary ,
and sufficiently large .
of states. Suppose
Consider an ensemble
has the following spectral decomposition:
that each state
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where the first property holds for arbitrary ,
and sufficiently large , and the expectation is with respect to the distri.
bution
Lemma 15 (Gentle Operator Lemma for Ensembles [42],
[61], [60]):
Given an ensemble
with expected density oper, suppose that an operator such that
ator
succeeds with high probability on the state :

Then, the subnormalized state
trace distance to the original state

is close in expected
:
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